Hot Shot Contest Parents,

We are excited to introduce the 4th Annual U.S. Basketball Games “HOT SHOT” CONTEST” presented by Jr. NBA and Sports Thread. This exciting event is an extension of our U.S. Basketball Games and celebrates the sharp shooting talent participating in this year’s event!!!

Each state (age division) can select up to three (3) players for this event. Selection is handled by the respective State Director or Head Coach, for that age division.

To confirm your HOT SHOT Contestant participation, selected players must submit and complete registration online (prior to August 2, 2019), and a welcome email will be sent to you immediately (confirming your players participation). The fee for Hot Shot Contestant is FREE and only $5 for Adults to enter event/venue.

Divisions: 10U, 11U, 12U, 13U, 14U, 15U, 16U/17U: 6:30-8:00 pm
Event Check In: 5:15 pm – 6:00 pm
Start Time: 6:30 pm
Courts: TBD

Registration Link: https://halftimesports.net/u-s-basketball-games/
HOT SHOT CONTEST
Date: FRIDAY, AUGUST 9, 2019

PLAYER GETS 45 SECONDS TO MAKE AS MANY POINTS/BASKETS AS POSSIBLE
HOT SHOT CONTEST RULES AND GUIDELINES

Rule 1: Facility

1. All competitions will take place at LakePoint Sports Complex. Alcohol and tobacco are not permitted inside the facility.

Rule 2: Player Eligibility

1. All players must have been selected by their respective states Director or Head Coach and registered for the actual contest
2. Players must be paid participants in the 4th Annual U.S. Basketball Games
3. All players must check-in with their government-issued photo ID cards (or some type of Identification proof) with the U.S. Basketball Games supervisor at the event Check In.

Rule 3: Equipment

1. All participants must wear athletic shoes and State Uniform.

Rule 4: Ground Rules

1. Each shooter will have 45 seconds to shoot as many basketballs as possible at any of the designated points areas on the court. Each shooter may begin at any designated spot on the court. The designated shooting points spots will be marked with poly spots. The shooter will stand behind the poly spot when shooting.
2. Shooters may shoot at the same spot multiple times, if they like.
3. Shooter can only start shooting when the clock horn goes off.
4. A shooter must have both feet behind each designated marked spot when he/she releases the ball. Participants feet cannot be on the spot when he/she attempts shot. Event Spotter will notify shooter and official scorer if infraction occurs.
5. A shooter’s total score is determined by adding the total points he/she receives for all made baskets from the point areas on the court.
HOT SHOT CONTEST RULES AND GUIDELINES

6. **Tie-Breaker** - When determining the event champion, the following tie-breaking procedure will be followed: a) 30 seconds – player with the most total points is the winner, if there is still a tie, b) 20 seconds – player with the most total points is the winner.

7. No rebounders are allowed – shooter must rebound his/her own missed field goal attempt.

8. First Round: Players total points will be accumulated, and the top four (4) Point Totals will advance to the Final Four.

9. Round 2: Top two (2) Point Totals from the Final Four will advance to the Championship.

10. Round 3: Top Score from the Championship will be our U.S. Basketball Games (Age Division) Champion. Three (3) rounds to advance to the Championships.

11. Boys and Girls will compete against each other.

12. Scores are tabulated by U.S. Basketball Games staff and are final!

**CODE OF CONDUCT**

ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY, AND ANYONE FOUND TO BE IN VIOLATION OF OUR RULES WILL BE EXPELLED FROM OUR EVENT AND VENUE PROPERTY.

REFRAIN FROM HARASSMENT OR BULLYING OF OTHER PLAYERS, COACHES, OFFICIALS OR INDIVIDUALS IN ANY MANNER.

TO REFRAIN FROM PHYSICAL VIOLENCE AT ALL TIMES.

REFRAIN FROM ABUSIVE LANGUAGE TOWARDS OTHER PLAYERS, PARENTS, OFFICIALS, COACHES, VENUE STAFF, EVENT STAFF, ETC.